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There is nothing that compliments an adventurous lifestyle quite like a motorcycle. When you
are looking for the ability to commute in the city, venture on dirt trails, and travel long distances
on the freeway, you need a certain type of motorcycle. BMW has been known for many years to
have some of the best adventure motorcycles on the market. More to come on that front. The F
is one of the greatest touring and adventuring motorcycles available to those who want the
most out of their motorcycle experience. When it comes to luxury, design, and reliability, BMW
has stood out in the crowd for decades. What could be better than having a BMW sedan in your
driveway for work and a matching motorcycle for your weekend adventures? As you would
expect with any F series from BMW, the has an enduro-inspired design. In reality, the F GS is
nothing shortly of an incredible looking beast. Like powerful machines, but also prefer to have
flexibility? Although in fairness my friend told me this was an absolutely wretched comparison.
Capable enough when you want to veer right onto a dirt path, but subtle when she needs to be.
With a cc engine, the F is capable to get you to and from work. One of the greatest parts of
riding a motorcycle is being able to control it much more than you ever would a car. When
searching for the right motorcycle, control is key. Speaking of control though, some have
commented that there might be a little too much power in this bike for a pure off road
experience.. The BMW F gives riders control, power, and excellent design.. The versatility of the
F means you can tackle all sorts of terrain. Try taking a CBR or anything on gravel and let us
know how that goes. But then you start digging a little bit, and you realize that there are actually
five marketed trims for the F GS. Sorry America. Oh, to make things even more interesting, the
Trophy and Blackline both come available in low suspension or low seat models. Price: Starts at
slightly more than the base model. Adds heated grips, an on-board computer, a tinted screen,
hand guards, and LED indicators. Fairly safe to assume it comes in black. The Adventure
Edition also adds spoke wheels and pannier fastenings. Because you know, the important the
things. TE must stand for Touring Edition right? Includes: Everything from the GS Adventure
model. Regardless of how you outfit your F GS, the end result is an incredible motorcycle.
Looks incredible, and you can take this bike just about anywhere. If you have fifteen grand in
the budget for your next bike, the F should certainly be on your list to check out. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Searching for. No Comments 2
0. The F GS is still the king, and for good reason. So what makes this bike the undisputed
champion? Who is this bike for? Specifications We Care About Engine: Water-cooled 4-stroke
in-line two-cylinder engine Capacity: cc Rated output: 63kW 85 hp at 7, rpm Max speed: mph
also, what are you doing on this bike at mph? Fuel tank: 4. Thank goodness. Leave a Reply
Cancel Reply. Tweets by DudeShopping. More From Dude Shopping. Best adidas Golf Shoes:
Ranked January 1, However, this firing order requires both pistons to move up and down at the
same time. To counter the significant inertia produced by the pistons reciprocating, BMW
devised a third vestigial connecting rod to a balance weight. The result is a parallel twin with
significantly reduced vibration compared to other parallel twin engine designs. The engine is
lubricated by a dry sump system. The FGT has a low-maintenance belt drive and single sided
swingarm. Compared to its predecessor, the FGT offers several new features, including: [1]
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European Model Shown. Live the challenge. Ride on where others turn back. Turn challenges
into opportunities. What matters is your curiosity and what drives you â€” regardless of how far
or where you want to ride. The expanded standard equipment and a variety of special
equipment and special accessories means that you can easily discover what lies beyond the
horizon with the F GS. The F GS is ready for everything that may come its way. In particular on
alternating terrain, it offers you safety and comfort with a variety of features â€” and plenty of
riding enjoyment. Dynamic ESA automatically dampens the chassis and lets you determine how
intense the contact between the tires and the terrain should be. The adjustable windscreen
protects you from wind and weather, while your smartphone remains charged thanks to the
USB port. Connect your smartphone to the bike via bluetooth and keep an overview of the
vehicle information, navigation, calls and media with the 6. You can control all functions
intuitively via the multi-controller. The riding modes influence the throttle response and

response characteristics of your F GS. Curiosity and a thirst for adventure are just the start. The
2-cylinder in-line engine with 90 hp supports you in your riding endeavors, especially with its
high torque. It operates economically and delivers impressive performance on a variety of roads
or terrain. Each of the three finishes underlines the character of the new F GS. Which will you
choose? The base color, with red trim, makes your machine a real attention-grabber. The
Racing Blue Metallic paintwork is unmistakable thanks to the black and red seat, golden wheel
rims and large graphic. A homage to four decades of GS history: The eye-catching black and
yellow coloring, with a wealth of special details, is reminiscent of the legendary R GS. Home
Models All Models Sport. News Gallery Events Int. F GS. Edition 40 Years GS. Build Your Own.
Share Share. Share this page. Dynamic ESA. Iconic LED indicators in series. Optional Ride
Modes Pro. Adjustable windscreen and USB port as standard. Connectivity with TFT display
and multi-controller. Expanded seat variety. The new standard LED indicators show even more
clearly where the road is taking you. Ride in your mode. Let yourself be swept away. Choose
your color Each of the three finishes underlines the character of the new F GS. Racing Red The
base color, with red trim, makes your machine a real attention-grabber. Style Rallye The Racing
Blue Metallic paintwork is unmistakable thanks to the black and red seat, golden wheel rims and
large graphic. Learn more. BMW FR was placed as an entry-level, sporty, naked urban machine
to slot in amongst myriad cc middleweight bikes like the Yamaha FZ6 , Triumph Street Triple ,
Honda Hornet and so on â€” even though its engine is cc! And we can cheerfully say it fits in.
What the BMW conveys is the feel and ride of large capacity bike with a parallel twin engine that
can be revved to give the excitement of a sports bike without intimidating anyone. In fact, MCN
is in a great position to let you know what the FR is like, because we spent a year living with one
back in The chassis is stiff and the suspension has been developed to work in conjunction with
the chassis. Under braking and through the turn the bike is settled and feels compact, solid
andâ€¦ great. The rear shock is a little soft for pillion use but adjustments made spring preload,
damping actually work. Goodly amount of steering lock and low-ish seat height make the FR a
good traffic-buster. The cc twin lump delivers a sweet mixture of low rpm torque and accessible
horsepower. The harder you work it the more the body produces adrenaline. Fuelling is perfect
around town and will return a very pleasing 54mpg even when ragged on back roads. But with
this excitement, from rpm and on, comes niggling vibrations though the bars and pegs. You get
used to this. Everything fits perfectly and the coatings, paint and parts are sweet. But there
again most bikes are like this from new. We all assume BMW has a reputation for quality, but
there have been a few more complaints over the past years, which BMW said it will address. On
the plus side the engine is a known quantity because it figures in four other models and is well
sorted now. It scores a whopping 4. The bike was built in honour of the four time world and
european stunt champion, and is based on a standard FR. The headlight cowl fitted to standard
FRs is omitted for a stripped-back look, though a pillion seat cover is included. An Akrapovic
road legal end-can was fitted as standard as were a set of BMW genuine accessory LED
indicators, and UK bikes had heated grips and an onboard computer as standard. The same
engine is used in the incredible FGS Dakar-styled adventure bike and softer tuned FGS yes, yes
confusingly it has the cc engine. Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike
about the bike below. Purchased as a return to motorcycling after an absence due to lack of
garage and having kids I wanted a bike that was comfortable and affordable for commuting.
This was available on a great PCP deal so signed up to it. Decided to go with a naked to help
keep the speed down. The bike does everything I need it to. Has a reasonable amount of power.
Great brakes and is easy to ride. Corners well. The headlight is pretty useless night riding
though if commuting at all hours and all year. My commute is A and B roads. Bike has now been
superseded by the FR and XR. This has impacted on value. This will impact resale value though.
Ride quality is fine. Not an issue on my commute, longest ride of around 2 hours and my hands
were feeling it. Brakes are awesome. Have the additional packs with luggage and a tall screen
and you can go touring. Having come from online 4 to a twin there is a bit of difference. Also
used to sports tourers that are a little bit faster. In fairness the twin does everything well. Yes it
vibrates at certain speeds through the mirrors but I can live with that. Plenty of power for
overtaking and from the go. Not had an issue to date with miles limited due to Covid.
Consumables I have had to have a rear LED as it broke possibly from having a cover over it.
Insurance is reasonable. Tax as per motorcycle. Good mpg. This is where it is let down when
compared to the likes of the Yamaha MT and other competitors. You have to pay a fair bit extra
for add ons. I have the sport model in BMW motorsport colours. The sport gets rims with red
pinstripe around, an engine cowl and rear pillion seat cowl. As standard it comes with rain and
road mode. There is no temp, gear indicator TPMS unless you have the upgrades. You cannot
retrofit these as they are factory options. I wish the sales person had known this when selling it
me!! The new FR and XR now come in different trim that offers most of the add ons. Buying

experience: Purchased from a dealer. Front brakes are in another league, super feel and power.
Mine came with ESR, useless as far as I can tell. Head can get a wiggle at high throttle settings
when hitting cats eyes but st. Easy in town thanks to a low seat and low CoG. ABS seems to let
go too much and can run on a lot when activated over bumps. KTM system seemed higher
frequency but weaker brakes. Can tootle about below 4k5 without feeling slow, but staying
relaxed. Changes can sometimes feel snatchy in 1,2 gears but you learn to minimise it. Running
cost is about a tank 12l per week back road miles. About 20km The analogue one is a bit small
and doing 30 without staring at the speedo is a challenge. Buying experience: Bought from a
dealer, without a FSH, but 3k6 miles and in immaculate condition. Seat hard after long ryde,
cushion pants helps. Can do exercises while ryding. Comfortable ride. I can do miles without
any discomfort. Good comfort for the pillion in its category. Very good brakes. Some vagueness
from the front when cornering. Great engine. Nice and smooth throttle response. Pulls from
rpm. ABS and TC work very well. My bike has also ESA fitted, but I can't feel the difference
between the suspension modes very much. At 24k miles, Left foot ankle gets hot, did raise
handlebars 35 mm.. Added narrow bag on handlebar.. Buying experience: Bought New 1 mile,
dealer gave good deal on trade of fcs 48k miles, although wish i would have kept it too. Overall
it is easy to ride and will only ever become boring to speed fans. It's not the most beautiful bike,
I'll admit, but the ride is easy and you never feel misplaced. Common driving school bike here in
Germany. Seat is comfy enough for mile trips or even more, depending on your butt. I swapped
mine for a Rizoma, wider, flatter and straighter. If you have the urge to go nuts in corners the F
will not deny you. No adjustments though except for preload on the rear shock. Comes with
adjustment tool under the seat for adjustment on the fly. The brakes are more than enough for
this bike. Two large mm discs with two calipers up front and mm single caliper brake in the rear
by brembo will always stop you. Plus ABS, so deceleration is covered. The engine is usable
between rpm and rpm, pulling steadily and without any surprises from rpm onward. Speeds of
25mph in sixth gear are no issue, so it is useful for lazy shifters. It vibrates in the higher revs,
but that was no surprise to me, since it's a twin. If high speeds are your regular goal then you
should maybe look at the SR or MT instead. With close to 90bhp it will get you up to around
mph, but it will take some time. Acceleration is very sufficient though. I've only recently bought
this bike, but a friend of mine has owned his from factory to now 30, miles and has not had a
single technical issue whatsoever. Apart from some chipped paint and lacquer MY , which I
cannot confirm on mine with Maintenance is genuinely easy on this bike, since the fuel tank sits
underneath the seat rather than infront of the rider. Therefore the valvetrain etc. Fuel economy
is tremendous. I regularly clock in at about 58mpg when riding like a normal human. When I go
nuts on open roads it's down to 48mpg, but that is still better than anything I've owned so far.
Unlike most BMWs it's chain-driven, so die-hard chain-haters will have something to moan
about. It doesn't come with a oil gauge, but with a dipstick as commonly found in cars. I bought
mine used and loaded with goodies nobody needs MY also had a range calculator, but too many
riders relied too heavily and complained about the function. MY and onward were delivered
without the range calc. Best Features: This bike is an excellent first big bike to ride. Due to the
low centre of gravity it is excellent to manouvre at low and high speeds. It really is an all
rounder and is just as happy touring round north Wales and beyond or going for a little play
round the twisties. It doesn't struggle to keep pace with bigger motorcycles. It comes with
plenty of kit options and people consider it to be a much more expensive bike than it really is
due to the badge. I have the BMW side panniers and a 12v battery port which covers luggage
and sat nav issues. Bad points: It's a naked so don't expect excellent resistance from the
elements. The stock exhaust makes it sound like a lawnmower and is put to shame by other
bikes when involved in a shouting competition. This is easily remedied by adding an after
market can and accidentally removing the baffles. Once this has been done then the shouting
competition is back on! Very very good all rounder - happy in any environment. Possibly
weakest area is motorway riding due to it being a naked. Got plenty of grunt when required and
has low down torque from the cc twin. Due to be looked at by BMW to identify why won't start in
gear with side stand up?? Really like the big gear indicator LCD display. Accessories to
recommend would be 12v charger, side panniers and rear hugger. Buying experience: Bought
from a dealer. I added the touring and sport packages as well as tire pressure monitors and
panniers. I didn't bother with either the Asc or the Esa as I didn't feel there would be a benefit.
Buying experience: Fantastic service from Harry Fairbairn Inverness. Buying experience: I
bought it privately and I paid bit extra for the extra fitted equipment which for me much cheaper
in total. Very easy to ride , great for commuting it has enough power when revved hard however
easy to manage in London traffic when taken easy. Very Reliable bike so far so good! I must
agree that the bike can be a little snatchy at idle speeds but after some practice using the clutch
to smooth things out it isn't an issue at all. Also agrees it can ping a little on heavy throttle at

under about 2, but, again, no big deal here. I used a plug and play item that tricks the
management system into thinking it's 20C cooler than it is no problems here in Sydney and that
has richened up the mixture and helped a lot. No other issues though. A stable, great handling
bike that inspires confidence, my friends on their s and bigger are struggling to maintain pace
in give and take situations. Top speed may be less but what does that matter on a naked bike.
Fuel consumption can run to 70mpg doddling around. It is comfortable for my 5'11 inches , well
finished and has plenty of real world useable power. The vibrations they speak of are just no
issue to those who are used to singles or twins. I have every factory option except panniers and
flyscreen, plus centre stand, 12V socket and Oggie Knobs. If you can buy one with all the fruit it
will sell better down the track. Best overall bike I've had. The only way I could find to add a
touring-standard windscreen that works was to combine three diferent aftermarket products,
but it's sorted now. I've also added bar risers and just need to improve the seat comfort for
longer journeys, but it's great already for my daily commute. It's a fantastic bike that combines
the right amount of performance with frugal use of the juice. If it had a comfy seat and an option
for a decent screen, it would get 5 stars. This bike just gets better Only fault I've had was an
indicator switch replaced without question under warranty. Finish is good enough to withstand
UK winter use. When this has done too many miles I'll have another. I thought I would just add a
further update on my FR following a weeks touring trip around the Scottish Highlands. I've got
the BMW panniers with my bike and, coupled with a Kriega tail pack and Baglux system, the
bike easily carried all the kit I needed for a week away. Prior to heading up North, I had a pair of
the new Bridgestone BT tyres fitted - they're awesome in both wet and dry conditions! The bike
hasn't missed a beat in over miles of day after day riding - it's economy is awesome, handling
tremendous and performance more than enough to leave every other bike behind on the
twisties. If you're considering a naked street bike you must try this one before discounting it BMW have created a revelation! I have owned my FR for one month and I am loving it. This
means it covers every angle. The strong points are the brakes, low weight, nice exhaust growl,
comfortable seat and funky looks. There are no down sides. I did consider a Ducati and Triumph
Street Triple R but the Ducati is awkward in slow moving traffic and the Triumph makes a
horrible supercharger like squealing noise. Also, the Triumph Street Triple R has the worst
looking headlights of any bike I have seen in the metal. Engine hasn't quite got the low rev
punch of the singles or boxers but once you get it spinning it's fine I have had numerous bikes
from Supermoto's to a Honda SP Although very good it just didn't really stir my soul enough so
I was planning on getting a Speed Triple. I took it for a test ride and what a surprise! All I will say
is if you're thinking about it, give it a go - you might like it!! Let me tell you that I did make
several test rides and have a completely different experience. The bike is very smooth,
comfortable and easy to ride. Great fuel economy. This bike ticks all my boxes. But, and it's a
huge but I went on a 2 hour test ride but gave in after half an hour. The bike is snatchy and
lurchy in first gear when doing under 5mph. It sounds like a tractor and vibrates a lot. When
moving swiftly up the gears 3rd to 4th I suddenly ended up in 1st. What's that all about? MCN
say fueling is perfect round town? I was scared to go back into first gear. Had to pull in the
clutch to stop the jerking. This test ride was a massive disappointment. I was glad to get back
on my Z which is as smooth as you can get. Well I have been riding my new FR for a week now,
both commuting through London and a weekend ride. All I can say is I love this bike. Being new
it is turning head as obviously not many about. The bike is shaping up as a great all rounder,
brilliant at commuting and well up for a longer ride. This is a very easy bike to get on with, I am
a relative new rider and as a 1st big bike this is possibly as good a bike you could have. I test
rode most of the nakeds out there, in my opinion the nearest to this is the Street Triple which I
really liked , I went for the beemer as it was the one I was most comfortable on. So far I have not
for a second regretted my choice, it is a bike you can grow with. Owners' rating 4. Specs
Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 18 images. View bikes for sale. Specs Engine size
cc Engine type Liquid-cooled, parallel twin four-stroke. Warranty term Two year unlimited
mileage. Engine 4 out of 5 Having come from online 4 to a twin there is a bit of difference.
Equipment 3 out of 5 This is where it is let down when compared to the likes of the Yamaha MT
and other competitors. Engine 5 out of 5 Can tootle about below 4k5 without feeling slow, but
staying relaxed. Engine 5 out of 5 Like power. Equipment 4 out of 5 Would like cruise control.
Engine 5 out of 5 Great engine. No quality issues so far. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 52 mpg.
Engine 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5 Added narrow bag on
handlebar.. Engine 4 out of 5 unusual parallel twin noise. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 cheap as
chips to run. Equipment 4 out of 5. Engine 4 out of 5 The engine is usable between rpm and
rpm, pulling steadily and without any surprises from rpm onward. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5
Maintenance is genuinely easy on this bike, since the fuel tank sits underneath the seat rather
than infront of the rider. Equipment 5 out of 5 I bought mine used and loaded with goodies

nobody needs Engine 4 out of 5 Got plenty of grunt when required and has low down torque
from the cc twin. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Fuel economy is excellent. Equipment 4 out of 5
Really like the big gear indicator LCD display. Engine 4 out of 5 Has enough power for me just
now, a torque delivery. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Very good mpg and reliable. Equipment 3 out of
5 I added the touring and sport packages as well as tire pressure monitors and panniers. Engine
5 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Engine 2 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of
5. BMW FR. Medium Liquid-cooled, parallel twin four-stroke. Six gears. Summary of owners'
reviews. Unquestionably good. Reliability is equally revered, and with good reason. Ooooh,
lovely! Fuel gauge, gear indicator, adjustable levers, and a bar-mounted control button to run
through the endless digital readouts on your comprehensive dash: superb! Fuel goes in at the
rear of the motorcycle and pillion provision is good, too. ABS available for both motorcycles as
an extra. The same bike but with a few little changes: taller screen, higher bars, luggage rack
and a more upright riding position. Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike
about the bike below. I had an Fs for around five years and it did just about everything - it
commuted, toured and cornered beautifully. Something a little different from the mainstream as
well. For day to day road use the handling was excellent. Loads of easy power throughout the
rev range as you would expect from a parallel twin. It just lacked the bhp to provide the wow
factor - the new bhp engine would have pushed the F to a four or five rating. The bike would
easily average 60 mpg despite some silly riding. I used to try and get the live fuel consumption
to read mpg - it would do about 98mpg at 40mph. Ridiculously frugal bike and easy to service as
well. No traction control, no engine modes and those annoying BMW indicators left on the right
handlebar and right on the right. Outdated equipment by today's standards, but not sure that
really matters. Belt drive never needed touching! Once you get the hang of it it's great fun, I've
the st and initially despite enjoying the test run on longer rides it became unbearable, vibration
and pressure from the bars and a hell of a racket in my lid. I'd bought the bike 2nd hand from a
dealer and the bars came rolled down to encourage a kind of tucked riding position, this was
the problem. After a bit of messing I've settled on having them swept up and back, it's working
for me my hands are lighter on the bars and my head seems to be in a turbulence sweet spot,
I'm learning to love this bike. Short shift a bit and relax the torque's got you covered if you need
to roll on past 5k, on the other hand you can ride it where the real fun is between 6 and 8.
Clutchless up shifts never miss and rev matching back down is smooth as you effortlessly tip
her into the corners This bike loves corners, at low speed it seems to flop into them and the
closer to the edge of the tyre it gets the more planted it feels, at high it just rails around them.
Good fun. Beautiful to look at, lovely torque curve. Yes, I would recommend to a friend. I love
this bike but it always tests my commitment in hot weather. It's so comfortable and goes
beautifully when it goes properly but when you're filtering down a crappy motorway tailback on
a hot weekend in July the last thing you need is the problem described in the next section. A bit
snatchy but that's a modern bike with all the electronics and EFI isn't it? It's very easy to ride,
almost too easy as it leans almost too easily into bends. I think that's why it's considered a
good first big bike, low centre of gravity with under seat tank, but by no means a novice bike
only. I've been riding for well over 30 years and though it's a bit disconcerting around bends
sometimes compared to my old ZX9R, it's always a pleasure to ride, it's up to the rider to master
isn't it? Nice torque curve, uses a good range of power. Love it! Still looks beautiful after 10
years but quite often, in hot weather, it'll go for miles on the A and M roads but then when you
slow down for a break or to exit the main road, it just loses power and then dies! I bought it for
renowned BMW reliability and good looks, a classic, in my opinion. But this issue is a pita! It
dies, you switch off and on again then lo it starts up again, it'll go for another few miles without
issue, then dies again! I think that there is a resolution but I'm yet to try it. I think it's to do with
the airflow management but needs to be tested. The cost includes, oil, air filter, oil filter and
spark plugs. Not too expensive and certainly not difficult to service myself. No need to be
scared of the electronics as they're the most reliable aspect of this bike. Easy service and about
58 miles to the gallon. Belt is good though I did snap one whilst giving it the beans one time last
year, but it was probably the original at about 40K miles. It was easy and not too expensive to
replace compared to a decent chain and sprocket set. Great to have a gear selector monitor and
particularly the tyre pressure monitors, I wish we both of those years ago. I've not taken it on a
track, so my rating is for the road only. I weigh about 10 st and just find this thing to be so
precise. It's really easy to manoeuvre in town and in the twisties at speed. The riding position
for me is super comfortable. I regularly do 2 hour stints before a break and have no issues.
Taller riders I'm 5' 8" , or those who have already given up on life and who like tourer style
riding positions, may find the foot-pegs a bit high. I found once I got used to them, comfort was
excellent. It's punchy, tractable and willing. Owned for 2 years so far and approx. I do keep the
bike garaged, so that helps, but it's ridden all year, all weathers. It includes valves, belt drive

replacement and brake fluid replacement; but even so that's a lot of money. Most jobs are easy
ish enough to do yourself, or find a good non-franchised dealer for much better value. I
changed the belt myself which was easy, although the cush drive rubbers are a bit of a faff. I do
most things myself, so it's super cheap to run. It's got heated grips, a clock and a fuel gauge;
that's all I need or want. Buying experience: Bought from a dealer on Ebay without viewing first.
I had recently ridden the newer GT version though, so knew I was going to like it. I haven't
regretted it one bit. Version: Review is for a FST, which isn't on this list for some reason. Brakes
are good. Front forks too soft. Lots of vibrations. Only comfy for about an hour at a time. Puncy
engine, but lots of vibrations Worst build quality of any bike I've owned. Engine paint flaking off;
considerable amounts of rust on various fixings; corrosion of mirror stems; oil cooler heat
exchanger corrodes, causing it to leak. Belt drive failed at 20k miles stripped teeth. Dealer
servicing costs very expensive. Reasonably easy to DIY service. Heated grips work well.
Indicator switches are different to most other bikes and take some getting used to. I had to fit a
higher touring screen to avoid uncomfortable wind buffeting. On the other hand, competence
does not equal brilliance and there are are few irritations. Therefore, it gets a better than
average grade, but I would give it 3. Gears are very clunky, and around town its a top-heavy
pain. But on a winding road up the mountains with the revs at 4. For the daily commute 35 km it
works very well for winding through slow moving motorway traffic, 3rd - 4th gear rolling past
semi-stationary cars, with abs when someone lurches across lanes without indicators. It is a
modestly powered vertical twin. Smoother than some but nothing remarkable. Built by Austrian
company Rotax. Good solid, etc, but nothing amazing. Stock battery had a short life - despite
following all the rules. Apart from that, the indicator stalks are very fragile and snap off easily,
especially in the cold when the plastic becomes very brittle and you need to check the bolts
holding the fairing together as they can become loose. These are small but irritating details and
the engine, drive belt, etc, all behaved perfectly. I live in Switzerland so my running costs are
not much use to anyone. But for the record, the local garage services the bike each year for
CHF standard service, petrol consumption is 3. Discounts for Switzerland mean BMWs are not
as daftly prices as elsewhere. Also the dealers are faster to offer additional discounts. So led
indicators, heated grips, bag holders, etc are all available for not too expensive and it holds its
value very well compared to most other bikes. Buying experience: Bought from dealer Chuard
Motos in Geneva. Very competent, friendly, helpful, etc. I get it serviced in a local non-BMW
garage because its closer and easier to get to. This bike is quite economical on fuel, I get about
65 mpg. The mirrors are poor and need extenders. I would not recommend this bike to my worst
enemy, let alone a friend. BMW's are not as well made as they used to be. The standard seat is
OK for about miles. Which is about what you get from a tank of fuel. The pillion footrests are too
high. Why do most bike designers think that all pillions are contortionists? The engine is quite
punchy and you don't have to rev it too hard. But the gearbox is quite notchy, I had trouble
selecting 6th gear. The BMW dealer replaced some of the outer selector mechanism under
warranty. It made a slight improvement, but only for a few hundred miles. I now don't use the
clutch when changing from 5th to 6th. This has resolved the problem completely. Most of the
paintwork on this bike is powder coated. I used ACF50 all over this bike. But after 1 year, had
replaced under warranty, the swing arm, both footrest plates, both mirrors, and the horn, plus
half the engine screws because of corrosion! The sump and centre stand now both need to be
done, plus more screws are going rusty! I would like to service this bike myself. But you need a
GS gadget to reset or adjust the service reminder etc. It seems that if you own a BMW, people
think you're loaded. This bike is a good all rounder and good on fuel. But a hugger and fender
extender are a must. Although you will have to strengthen the underside of the front mudguard
because its too flimsy. When you go over bumps, the fender extender hits the tyre and it sounds
like the headrace bearings are shot. The OE Bridgestone Battleaxe tyres were rubbish! Poor
grip in the wet and a short life too, I replaced them with Avon 3D-XM, which the front lasted 10,
miles, the rear has still got a few thousand miles left. Buying experience: I bought a black
Touring model new in from my local BMW main dealer and got a small discount. Now different
colours are a no cost option. Don't but this bike if you actually need it on a daily basis. Poor
engineering and quality control have led to issues with the fuel pump sensor let me down in the
middle of Bristol and rear bearing replacement needed at 24k miles with two months wait to
book it in. Don't believe the hype with BMW 'quality'- they just don't match up to their Japanese
competitors. Shame - otherwise a good and economical bike. Best bike i have owned. Where are
MCN testers coming from kg is heavy? Smooth comfortable, handles really well, very torquey,
very little vibs. Brilliant bike. This is my fifth bike and I have bought a lot of new Japanese
middleweights before. I use it for commuting where the belt drive is really useful - why bother
with chains and their short life, frequent adjusts and continual requirement for lube? Even when
I had a scotoiler I didn't find it as good as this. Running costs are very low. Servicing is every

miles and many services are fairly basic checks whilst the economy of this is better than my old
R. Quality is way better than Japanese and it just doesn't rust even when left a few days with
winter water and salt on it. I also appreciate the advanced electronics ABS, Tyre pressure
monitoring, calculation of mpg and miles left etc. It goes very well but I would prefer a Hornet. I
know because I have ridden one and back to back the Hornet handles slightly better and I prefer
the exhaust note and the real kick at the top end. That said the engine in the F is very good and
provides much better low end drive with a real rasp and push at the top end. But the hornet
would cost more to run economy is lower and servicing is more frequent and expensive and
would be colder and wetter in the winter. Range isn't bad and since the fuel tank is below the
seat it is easy to fill to the top even on the side stand. It is a bit uncomfortable when riding
below 50 because of the bars but this adds to the character. I like its physical size. Its good for
commuting not too big for filtering and is easy to touch the ground but isn't CBR small. Overall
very pleased. Its a keeper I have a FS. I go out to my garage every morning and out of five bikes
I usually pick this one to commute on. Light, responsive, good in-town manors a plus. At the
other end of the scale, it's got too much back lash in the gearbox and the water pump weeps a
bit every now and then. Lots of weird mechanical noises from engine but didn't break yet.
Uneven clutch release makes me feel like I'm beter off to just drop it and leave slipping to a
minimum. Crap tyres.. Good riding position, good brakes, perky engine and nice exhaust sound.
It's a keeper! I bought this bike unseen silly me , though I had sat on one at the bike show at the
NEC and felt it was a comfy riding position. How memories can fool you or perhaps its the fact I
have 2 years riding under my belt. The thing that reviews dont point out is that if you are a taller
person say over 5'11 then the handlebars are too close and the pegs too high. Whether its this
but the balance of the bike doesnt feel right. This combined with a very soft front fork and
engine like a thrappy diesel means I cant whizz smoothly round tight roundabouts like I could in
my cbf Low speed commuting is also a chore because the engine is gutless at low revs, Ist gear
feels like 2nd easy to stall , the mirrors are poor and theres the awful bmw indicators.
Accessories are painfully expensive. I havent had any reliability issues but the corrosion on the
engine is shocking for a premium brand. On a plus note paint quality is otherwise good and the
bike has impressive style. Fuel economy and tank range are very good see Fuelly. I'm overall
dissapointed with it though, the ergonomics, handling, corrosion are worse than the middle of
the road Honda I had and I long for a nice smooth reliable Japanese bike. If you are commuting
a lot you just dont want the distractions that this bike has given me. If you are a leisure sort of
biker or like touring then I expect the bike will suit you better. I have a model, I say this because
I would hope that the problems have been ironed out for the newer version. This is a lovely bike
to ride, the engine is punchy with great midrange, though snatchy at low revs which takes a
little getting used to and gentle throttle control. The ride is great for a bit of everything, but don't
be fooled by the s in it's title it's no thoroughbred sports bike. I want to love it because it is so
capable but I can't. The downside is the build quality, this bike has had problems, check the
forums. Engine cutting out for no reason now resolved, fault unknown , piston slap only
resolution is a rebuild , rear wheel bearings going at around modified bearings fitted, had to pay
labour only , and a few smaller niggles, corrosion is a problem. These are not uncommon faults
and you should check the mods have been done before buying. Incidentally BMW will not
directly admit to these faults except the rear wheel bearings , but will try to resolve. I can only
assume they are reluctant to except responsibilty due to a lack of backup from Germany.
Overall a good bike, but be warned make sure any problems have been fixed on your bike,
check the forums for details of common faults. BMW is missing a trick with the FST - it is a
superb all-rounder but relatively few people seem to know about it. Vines of Guildford were
excellent as were most of the competitor brands I spoke to , offering an extended test ride
despite having passed my test just one week earlier and doing a very competitive deal on their
ex-demonstrator. A recent ride to Switzerland was a revelation - miles in one hit and felt
completely fresh when I arrived. The alpine roads were well worth the trip, although the high
altitude revealed that the coolant had been over-filled at the factory, forcing the excess to leak
out. Occasional false neutrals between 5th and 6th seem to be a common problem on the
forums but a heavier boot up the gears seems to have fixed that. I regularly ride the bike two-up
with full panniers and it is never short of performance or comfort while delivering over 55 mpg
in all conditions. The optional expandable panniers are ample for touring and will each hold a
full face helmet to save carrying them around on day trips. Insurance and servicing costs 6K
intervals are very reasonable, while the belt drive minimises maintenance. I wouldn't hesitate to
recommend the ST - it has certainly raised eyebrows amongst my more experienced biking
mates. Just returned to biking after 25 year absence. Last bike a Z1B, middling brakes and very
suspect handling. What a refreshing change the ST is, it goes and stops brilliantly. Comfort
good with plenty of space at the back for the larger lasses. Cannot believe what a brilliant

package Bee Em have come up with. The ride and handling are a delight and the engine is a
treat, especially when sha gets busy at over revs. Its my first bike for 25 years and im pleased i
bought it sure it was more than the equivalent jap bike but its worth it love it to bits. Being a tall
rider [all leg] and coming back to two wheels after a gap of 18 years this bike ticked all the
boxes for me. It looks big, but feels just right on the bike, its got lots of low down grunt and
nippy through town. The local dealer lent me one for the day and after hours [avg 55 mpg] in the
seat I was still up for some more riding. Compared to the VFR , which was high on the list this
bike excels in every area and is right up my street and shows that its in a different league
altogether. I've order in colours for 09 plate delivery, just 26 days to go and I can't wait. The only
down side for me was the location of the indicator cancel button, in winter with thick gloves this
proved to be a little tricky, especially around town but will come with practice. Ive also ordered a
slightly higher aftermarket screen, as per the demo bike as this made the high speed journeys
slightly more bearable with the wind going round instead of into the helmet face area. On my
second f now, First did 21, miles went down to south of Morocco on an "S" model kitted out, 67
mpg in all weather and climate. Unfortunately had a head on crash 2, miles from home, bike
saved me, no injuries but after riding it all way home it was written off, pc to Carole Nash. Now
on second bike, fst, same attributes, very safe and comfy and very economical. Have you
noticed what high mileages owners of this model cover? It had been 25 years since owning my
last motorcycle. I had always wanted a BMW so I started to do some homework. I read all the
reviews of the different BMW bikes. I wanted a motorcycle that was fun to rideand easy to
handle, it had to have many safety features I was looking for ABS, self-canceling turn signals. I
wanted it to be smooth, reliable and great on gas. It is all of those things and more. It is also
sporty. I even added the side bags and top case for touring. This bike is a dream. It is VERY
comfortable as well. It gets great gas mileage. The specs say 38 mpg, but I get 60 mpg doing 70
mph. If I get on it I still get high 40's to low 50's. It handles like a cat on carpet. Love the torque
curve on this bike, not too touchy, very smooth and fast. I can't stay off it I have owned the bike
now for over a year and have done over miles across europe, a few 9 hr days and its done
everything I have asked of it, great tourer, I wont be selling it!! What a rush. When you hit k revs
from 2nd to 3rd to 4th and are doing a fair whack in the blink of an eye, you know you made the
right choice. I bought a one year old S version, and bought full luggage kit to boot. Tob box is
small which is annoying had old givi E52 on my old SV. Engine cuts out when you whang the
throttle open at traffic lights, or popping the revs to hold your balance at low speeds - can be
VERY annoying and embarrasing. Customer service is fantastic. I've had my Fs nearly a year
now and i love it more and more every time i go out for a ride. Stick it in fourth gear on a nice
sweeping country lane and you can just play with the throttle as the response from the sublime
parallel twin engine gives you so much feed back. Just fitted a skidmarx double bubble screen
and an akrapovic exhaust. The screen is a massive improvement over the stock version and the
exhaust gives the bike a little more punch with a great sounding note. I have also found the the
new exhaust has cured the low speed stuttering that i used to get. I use this bike all year round
and find it can handle anything i ask of it. Great value too. It's not perfect. However, I commute
60 miles per day with plenty of overtakes and still average 66 mpg! Tried the ST preferred the S.
Can ride it like a tourer or sports bike. Goes and corners better than I can - don't think I'll reach
its limits any time soon. Top bike. Quality build, fantastic ride. Just going in for a 6k service
after 6 months. I find it an easy commuter bike, superbly balanced and easy to flip around.
Gearbox and drive pulley mods are essential [warranty]. Highly recommended. I bought this
bike new two months ago and currently I would not exchange it for anything else. It is a joy to
ride. Twisty roads are a delight. And it's rather eye-catching if you like that sort of thing. Still
running it in and it's getting better! I swear it could stand up on its own without a side stand.
Light and manoeuvrable. Much torque. Weaknesses: Very minor weaknesses like uncertain first
to neutral, false neutrals - the usual! This is a fantastic bike and you're getting a lot of quality
and value at a pretty decent bike especially for BMW. If you've never been interested in the
usual BMW motorbikes than I would recomend taking a look at this one before your next buy it's not what you would expect. It's great fun to ride, solid and very stable on the road.
Strengths: The best part is it's low down torque that just pulls and pulls when you open the
throttle - a wonderful feeling! Weaknesses: If only it had full fairing for less cleaning
Comfortable, powerful with bags of torque and useful computer readouts. Characterful sound. I
just love this bike. It's forgiving way of handling has helped me after such a long time away. Had
ABS, centre stand, computer trips and panier mounts added. Strengths: Engaging looks,
torque, quality and comfort. Weaknesses: Fairing and screen could give better protection.
Expensive add ons. Weaknesses: Wind protection from screen is poor at motorway speeds.
Mirrors are almost useless. Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale.
View 14 images. View bikes for sale. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Engine 3 out of

5 Loads of easy power throughout the rev range as you would expect from a parallel twin. Never
had any problems. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 The bike would easily average 60 mpg despite
some silly riding. Equipment 3 out of 5 No traction control, no engine modes and those
annoying BMW indicators left on the right handlebar and right on the right. Engine 4 out of 5.
Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5. Engine 5 out of 5 Nice torque curve, uses a
good range of power. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 The cost includes, oil, air filter, oil filter and
spark plugs. Equipment 5 out of 5 Great! Engine 5 out of 5 It's punchy, tractable and willing.
Equipment 5 out of 5 It's got heated grips, a clock and a fuel gauge; that's all I need or want.
Engine 3 out of 5 Puncy engine, but lots of vibrations Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Dealer servicing
costs very expensive. Equipment 4 out of 5 Heated grips work well. Engine 3 out of 5 It is a
modestly powered vertical twin. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5 I live in Switzerland so my running
costs are not much use to anyone. Engine 3 out of 5 The engine is quite punchy and you don't
have to rev it too hard. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5 I would like to service this bike myself.
Equipment 4 out of 5 This bike is a good all rounder and good on fuel. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5.
Engine 5 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5. Engine
3 out of 5. Value vs rivals 2 out of 5. Medium Summary of owners' reviews. Yet it is also refined
enough to be a canyon carver and weekday commuter. They are no doubt trying to clear all
models before the rumoured cc or cc version arrives later this year to compete against the
popular Honda Africa Twin. This spy photo from MoreBikes. But over the next week, the weather
became deadly as Tropical Cyclone Debbie wreaked havoc across two states. Yet the bold BMW
met all challenges the terrain and weather could throw at it. At first I headed for the hills to get
myself used to the tall bike with its big front hoop. I owned one of the first generation F GS
models and loved it. Over Mt Tamborine a sportsbike loomed up behind me and I waved him
through as we approached the twisting Goat Track. The test bike was shod with Continental
TKC80 knobby tyres which had already done the last GS Safari, so they were not only
inappropriate for these conditions, but also on the worn side. My old F GS had none of the
electronic chicanery that the new models have, but I was glad of the ABS and traction control as
I pushed to stay in front of the sportsbike rider. On several occasions, the tyres squirmed, slid
and wobbled as I braked hard into corners, leaned deeply and throttled hard out of the apex.
However, the electronics saved my bacon each time without any alarming or jerky feedback.
BMW really has the electronic rider aids well sorted these days. At the end of the Goat Track,
the sportsbike rider pulled up beside me and gave me a nod of appreciation. Job well done! For
the F and F GS range have cleaner engines to meet the tough new Euro 4 emissions, without
any reduction in power or torque. This allows the expansion of the engine modes to Rain, Road,
Enduro and Enduro Pro that control throttle response, ABS activation and traction control. More
importantly, it now has one of the smoothest throttles of any bike. The smooth fuelling also
helps when you are caught in a tricky single-track situation and need precise throttle or when
lane filtering through commuter traffic. By the way, lane filtering is easy as the bike is slim, even
though it has a fat bum with its underseat tank and wide bars. Those bars are so high they go
over most car wing mirrors, but be aware of mirrors on pick-up trucks and SUVs. The third day
of my test, Debbie descended on Brisbane and unleashed a waterfall of rain. That precise and
smooth fuelling, together with the traction control, ABS and Rain mode made riding on slippery
roads very confidence inspiring, even with knobby tyres. There was no occasion when I felt the
bike was out of my control. The deluge was short-lived, but the consequences stayed around
for days, so I headed away from where the emergency services were active and ventured into
the hills. Even here there were dangers in the gravel and vegetation that had washed across the
roads. I also found some crushed granite roads and trails to ride that were not rutted and
gouged by the rains. As much of the electronic aids were switched off as possible, but I ended
up switching them all back on again. They work so well and adjust to the conditions, depending
on the modes you select. I also hooked up with a friend on an MV Agusta, so I again adjusted
the suspension to the sport setting and did my best to hang on to his tail. This is simply the
most versatile and practical bike for every occasion. The only limiting factor here was the tyre
choice. At a lunch stop, I noticed a guy looking at our parked bikes. Maybe handsome in a
rugged Micky Rourke sort of way, but certainly not nice. However, I do love the milky grey paint
which is nicely reflected in the new instruments. For , BMW has added a few cosmetic
garnishes, such as a new galvanised radiator trim and integrated GS emblem, a redesigned
airbag cover and ignition lock and added a GS emblem to the windshield. My old F GS poured a
fair bit of heat on to my right thigh. A later model had a plastic shield inserted to stop this. Now
the bike spews even hotter air on to the lower legs and feet. If you wear high boots, it would be
no problem, but I wore short airflow boots and it was uncomfortably hot, especially in slow trail
and traffic conditions. I suspect the extra heat is a result of the leaner burn to meet Euro 4
demands. It certainly helps fuel economy which was 3. As for the gearing, it is great for trail and

traffic, but too low for highway riding. In fact, that buzzing continues right throughout the rev
range. However, only tall people should apply. They were great, and service and warranty work I
had done at a different dealer were also spot on. Cheers, Mark. Hello Mark. I see in the specs
table the minimum fuel octane requirement is 95 RON. That seems to be a bit at odds with the
multi-surface nature of the bike. I wonder what the performance degradation would be like with
91 RON and how that would affect economy. Hi Mister T, It has knock sensors, so it would cope
with a lower octane, so long as you filled up with a higher octane next fill. Range would be
decreased, but probably only marginally. Your email address will not be published. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comme
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nt data is processed. Share Tweet. Next-gen F models They are no doubt trying to clear all
models before the rumoured cc or cc version arrives later this year to compete against the
popular Honda Africa Twin. Cyclone Debbie The third day of my test, Debbie descended on
Brisbane and unleashed a waterfall of rain. So I kept all the electronic controls in place. Dirty
work I also found some crushed granite roads and trails to ride that were not rutted and gouged
by the rains. See also. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. See
all results. Best Newsletter on the Planet Get the best motorbike news, rumors, deals and
events each week. We will keep you up to date on the cool stuff only. No crap, we promise.
Water-cooled 4-stroke in-line two-cylinder engine, four valves per cylinder, two overhead
camshafts, dry sump lubrication. Cast aluminium dual swing arm, WAD strut travel related
damping , spring pre-load hydraulically adjustable, rebound damping adjustable.

